List of references for the Elliott 800 series and 503 computers.

Note that the background to all the early British stored-program projects from 1945 – 1951 is summarised in: *Alan Turing and his Contemporaries: building the world’s first computers*. Simon Lavington [ed]. Published by BCS in 2012. 111 pages; many illustrations. ISBN: 978-1-90612-490-8.


**Elliott 800 Series and 503.**


3. Various issues of the quarterly periodical *Computer Survey*, which appeared more or less regularly from June 1962.


(No references 6 or 7)


11. The Elliott 803. Laurie Bental. Typed manuscript of a talk given to the North West branch of the Computer Conservation Society at the Museum of Science & Industry in


14. Anon, National Elliott 803 FACTS. Published jointly by the Scientific Computing Division of Elliott Brothers (London) Ltd., Borehamwood, and the NCR Electronics Division of National cash Register Co. Ltd., London. Various editions of this booklet were issued between 1960 and 1965. The version used in this account was issued in April 1964.

15. Anon, Elliott 503 FACTS. Published by Elliott Computing Division, Borehamwood. Various editions of this booklet were issued between 1963 and 1965. The version used in this Appendix was issued in December 1963.


(b). J W J Williams and M L Shaw, Data transfers between the 503 and a peripheral device. Typed technical note (13 pages), dated 16th December 1964 and stapled to the cover of the above manual.


Location of archived manuals and a working Elliott 803.
The National Museum of Computing (TNMOC) at Bletchley Park has a working 803 computer. This installation also possesses many relevant Elliott original manuals, for example:
